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and adults

A delightful love story for all ages

Why one same characteristic of a person makes us like him/her 

and sometimes disturbs us?

Lolo and Rita are very different from each other. Accepting 

diversity is not always easy... But who said it would be?

A book for children and adults that invites to understand what 

makes us different, showing the magical effect of opposites...

A picture book that will please the smallest ones and which 

can also be a delicious gift among adults.

A book that explains the need to find an intermediate point 

between our personality  

and that of others to build  

sound and solid 

relationships.
›Specs

 Book format: 26,5 x 26,5 cm

 Binding: Hardback 

 Pages: 48

Anna Llenas has a degree in Advertising 

and Public Relations from the Universitat 

Autònoma de Barcelona and is graduated in 

Graphic Design by the Llotja School. She has 

also training in Analytical Psychology and 

a postgraduate degree in Art Therapy. She 

has worked as a designer and art director 

at Bassat Ogilvy & Mather and Publicis 

Casadevall & Pedreño agencies. But one day, 

she decided to leave the world of advertising 

to undertake a more artistic and personal  

own course. Since then, she designs  

original products, writes and  

illustrates books and teaches  

courses on creativity and emotions.

Now as a pop-up edition!

Rights sold to: Chinese Complex Characters

(Suncolor), Chinese Simple Characters (Jiangsu  

Phoenix Fine Arts Publishing House).
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Bright Baby Kit

›Specs

›Co-edition calendar FOB July 2016

 Publishing date July 2016

 Format: 35 x 23 x 3 cm 

 Files in: 19/04/16

 Ozalids out: 03/05/16

 Ozalids app: 17/05/16

 DA out: 21/06/16

 FOB Hong Kong: 05/07/16

+ 6
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months 

 

›Contents

Kit with a 22 x 22 round cornered  

14 pages board book, 14 flash cards:  

12 with two sided content + one mirror  

+ 1 customizable card (window and frame  

to introduce photos, drawings, etc…).  

Flash cards measures: 11,5 x 17 (round  

corners). 

An ideal kit to stimulate your baby

With this kit of board book and flash 

cards, parents will have a quality material 

with which they will be able to stimulate 

the learning of their children, working on 

image recognition and verbal development 

of babies from the first months. 12 themes 

in 12 double faced cards, accompanied by 

12 flash cards containing objects related 

to the themes of the book. Colors, shapes, 

animals, baby food...

Help your baby discover the world 

around him/her through this 

educational and training material, 

illustrated with an attractive graphic, 

simple, and with happy appealing 

colors.
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With Calculator children will enhance 

their intellectual abilities through 150 

activities related exclusively to mental 

arithmetic. Some of the benefits of 

mental arithmetic are: improvement 

in the ability of concentration, logical 

thinking and short-term memory. 

It also provides children the tools and 

strategies to solve mental problems. 

The activities of the book, proposed with 

illustrations and with a cheerful and fun 

design, have several levels of difficulty 

and can be done in the same book.

The author, José Oscar Chasán, is an 

expert in the teaching of Mathematics 

and has written several books on brain 

training for children and teenagers.

›Specs

 Book format: 22,5 x 22,5 cm

 Binding: Softcover 

 Pages: 168
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History of Civilizations in Stickers

A different and fun way to learn history!

Join the adventurous and curious Hugo on his journey 

through the great civilizations of history. As if he was 

traveling in a time machine, during a week he will visit 

a different era every day, beginning with Prehistory, then 

Egypt, Rome, etc...Children will learn many interesting 

facts about how people lived at that time while playing with 

the stickers, color and solve pastimes, puzzles and many 

activities more.

+ 6

›Specs

 Book format: 24 x 29 cm

 Binding: Paperback

 Pages: 96 + 4 pages of stickers  
   at the end of the book  
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Fun Crafts For Your Free Time
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25 DIY and recycling projects  

to enhance your creativity.   

Did you know that to create good and creative craft 

projects it is not necessary to spend much money? 

Take some pieces of cardboard that you have at 

home and other simple materials such as paints, 

scissors and glue, and fill weekends and holiday 

hours with entertainment and creativity. 

Small containers such as boxes or envelopes, 

decorative accessories for your bedroom or small 

games and accessories to dress you up...The book 

includes more than 25 projects and 20 papers 

with beautiful patterns to trim and decorate your 

creations. 

It also includes a foldout with real form patterns  

for more complicated creations. A book with high 

quality photos and step by step explanations,  

which provides tools for small creators, in addition 

to teaching them to cut, trace, paint or measure.

The author, Beatriz Rivera Marinelli is the author  

of other books on crafts such as Origami in your 

hands (sold in Korea and France) or Create your 

own costumes (sold in Belgium). 

›Specs

 Book format: 24 x 24 cm

 Binding: Softcover   

 Pages: 120
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Making a Big a Fuss With Your Own Arms! (Experiments Arrive!)
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Make all the weapons, traps, defences and everything 

else you need to challenge your friends to a whole 

load of different games: from cowboys and indians 

and shots at goal to Star Wars, the third world war  

or the launch of the tomahawk missile.   

This book teaches budding young warriors to make their own 

games with easy to learn skills and common materials.

Everything from free kick competitions and cowboy and indian 

battles to making your own   Freddy Krueger outfit or light 

sabres from Star Wars. 

Making the games is just as fun as playing them – hours of 

amusement. 

Instead of being glued to video games, children can have 

fun making their own real-life games that they can then play, 

acting out popular games and movies.

This is a book aimed at followers of the author’s YouTube 

channels and parents who want to get it for their children.

Suitable for children and pre-teens and their parents: none of 
the weapons are dangerous. 

Manuel Longas lives in Valencia and has several YouTube channels whose popularity has soared 

in recent months. 

›Specs

 Book format: 15 x 23 cm

 Binding: Paperback
 Pages: 192
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›Specs

 Book format: 18 x 24 cm

 Binding: Softcover

 Pages: 160

250 questions to answer the doubts of the most 

curious and demanding minds 

Why is the sea water salty? Why do boats float? Why does 

popcorn pop? Why is the rainbow an arc? Life is full of 

whys and in this book children can find the answers to 

many of them. 

A fun and instructive book divided into thematic areas, 

including questions about nature, the universe, science 

and technology, history, etc. In addition, each chapter 

includes some experiments related to some of the 

questions. 

Children will also have the opportunity to check what they 

have learnt with the tests at the end of each chapter.
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A sweet tale about growing up and the 

excitement of a new arrival in the family.

Little Giant is the story of a girl who’s about to get a 

new little sister. Somehow she gets the idea that the 

new arrival will be... a little giant!

 Large format picture book.

 Beautiful, elegant illustrations.

›Specs

 Book format: 24 x 27 cm

 Binding: Hradback

 Pages: 32

Rights shared with Silvia Bastos Literary Agency.
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Lizard’s Tail 
M. López Soria / A. Galindo

Gustavo’s Trips
Pilar Lozano Carbayo

Chocolate
Marta Chaves

Heeeyyy!  
Hernán Goñi Echevarría

GuGGu tststavav ’o’o’ss TTrTriipipss HH !! The Infinite Window  
A. Pi Andreu / K. Amate

Where is Grandma Queta?  
Nahir Gutiérrez
WhWh ii GG dd QQ tt Tin-Nose Charlie   

J. Subirana / A. Obiols
TiTi NN CChh llii

ChChChococ lolol tatatee

Author: Jordi Sierra i Fabra 

Ilustration: Xavier Bartomeus

2015 Winner of Destino’s Apel·les Mestres  

for Children Literature

What a find! Archaeologists have just found a strange jar in the 

ruins of an Egyptian  settlement. What is it for? 

With a playful, direct text, and spectacularly colourful and 

detailed images accentuated with touches of humour, we are 

welcomed into the heart of an Egyptian family that lived 5000 

years ago and get to know Fayan, the youngest child, and his 

day to day life.

›Sales pitch

 The Apel·les Mestres is a prestigious prize in the world of Spanish illustration.

 The jury hailed the delicacy and masterful skill of the illustrations, as well as the magic and   
 humour contained in the text.

 The Egyptian theme is an invitation to children to get interested in history and museums.

 A story that appeals to the laughter, wit and energy of children.

›Specs

 Book format: 22 x 23 cm

 Binding: Hardcover

 Pages: 24



and adults

The Soul’s Labyrinth
A journey through our inner thoughts and emotions

› Specs
Author: Anna Llenas

Illustrator: Anna Llenas

Book format: 26,5 x 31 cm

Binding: Hardback

Pages: 128

Original Publisher: Grupo Planeta

Rights sold: Spanish, Catalan

Anna Llenas has a degree in Advertising and Public 

Relations and Graphic Design She has also training in 

Analytical Psychology and a postgraduate degree in 

Art Therapy. She has worked as a designer and art 

director but one day, she decided to leave the world 

of advertising to undertake a more artistic and 

personal own course. Since then, she design original 

products, writes and illustrates books and teaches 

courses on creativity and emotions.

Her books are “The Colour Monster”,“Diary of 
Emotions”, “I love you (nearly always)”, “The Void” 

among others.

Your soul has as many different sides, thoughts, feelings and 

moods as you do. Some of them are bright and alive while 

others are very dark. There are some that make you feel happy 

and energetic while others seem to drain you even if you don’t 

know how. 

This book invites you to revel in each of these states on a 

journey into yourself, through your emotions, thoughts and 

feelings, following the path of the labyrinth. It is a path that is 

as complex as it is thrilling, unpredictable but guaranteed to 

resound with adventure, emotion and imagination.

This is a large format book with 60 spectacular illustrations for 

an adult and crossover audience that explores the relationship 

between graphic expression and the different feelings that 

define and make up our ‘Soul’s Labyrinth’.  

++7 

See more here
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The Rainbow Forest

›Specs

 Book format: 12,3 x 17,5 cm

 Binding: Hardback 

 Pages: 64

+ 5
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Megan Maxwell is the pseudonym of a Spanish romantic and chick lit novels 

writer currently based in Madrid.

“I’m one of those people who think that those who do not dream,  

do not live. Therefore, dream...that’s life.” 

Mercè Ortí is a veteran illustrator who has created all kind of  

drawings but she confesses to be a passionate of tales, especially  

about animals, where she conveys her kind, friendly and  

casual style.

it novels 

The super mouse Tino Mandarino is the chief firefighter The 

Rainbow Forest, where he lives with his family, gorgeous 

Rosita and their three children: Joya, Lolo and Flor. Today he is 

very busy because they the annual Olympics will be held, but 

suddenly, alert!, shouts Piticlim the hare, the river is indeed a 

shame and it should be cleaned. Or, alert! shouts the goldfinch 

Miller, who has seen broken glasses. And alert! called Turuleja 

the doe, who has seen toxic paints.

All of them get down to work and show with  

grace and friendliness how to collect waste and  

throw them into the appropriate container.

“...The world belongs to everyone. If we do  

not care what surrounds us, sooner or later  

it will end.”
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The Kingfisher

Text by Jaume Cabré 
Illustrations by Pep Boatella

When the Kingfisher decided to leave the forest and see 

the world, he had to learn a lot about the customs of cold 

and heat in our country. In the jungle, the weather was 

always the same, but here, the passage of the seasons 

did that even more exciting and fun!

A tender story for children, by the best-selling author of 

Les veus del Pamano and Jo confesso.

 + 6
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›Specs

 Format: 13 x 19,5 cm
 Binding: Paperback
 Pages: 224
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The Cupcake Princesses Club 
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›Specs

 Book format: 13 x 19,5 cm

 Binding: Paperback with flaps

 Pages: 96

The Cupcake Princesses Club 1. 

Follow your dreams

The Cupcake Princesses Club 2. 

A very special birthday

Laila, Ari, Nica and Romi all love cupcakes but they’ve never 

made one. When the most stuck up girl in the neighbourhood 

challenges Ari to a dessert contest at school, 

Ari and her friends agree to take her on. 

And they also form their own club:  

they are The Cupcake Princesses.  

Will they manage to make the 

perfect cupcake? 

Nica’s birthday is coming up and the Cupcake Princesses Club 

is getting ready for a big birthday party in the park. But things 

take a turn for the worse when Sandy decides to hold her 

birthday on the same day in the same place! What will happen 

to Nica’s birthday? Will Ari, Romi and Laila manage to make 

their friend’s party truly special?  

 Very sweet stories for girls who are cupcake fanatics.

 Emphasizes the values of friendship, mutual support and     

   loyalty. 

 Lavishly illustrated.

 The protagonists are four very different  

   friends, helping readers to identify with  

   the characters. 
del
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Author: Ana Galán

Illustrator: Javier Delgado

Naughty Mondragó is at it again! All he wants to do is play 

with other dragons and is creating havoc at Cale’s school. 

The principal gives Cale an ultimatum: he either keeps 

his dragon at home or takes him to obedience school with 

the dragoneer.  Cale knows exactly what to do. He and 

Mondragó arrive to the dragon lair, and after the first lesson, 

Anton, the dragoneer, asks Cale to help him out with the 

incubators, seven special cabins where new baby dragons 

are about to hatch. The task seems pretty easy, until 

someone… or something… traps Cale and Anton in one 

of the incubators and steals the dragon eggs! Cale and his 

friends must recover the eggs before it’s too late! 

Welcome to a world full of flying dragons, castles, 

adventures, good and evil, and the only dragon that can’t 

fly: Mondragó.

Cale: Twelve year old Cale  

is intelligent, athletic, and 

funny. He’s been given a 

mission and Cale, along 

with his friends Mayo, 

Casi and Arco, won’t 

rest until he sees in 

through. 

Mondragó is a dragon 

like no other. He can’t 

fly, gets easily distracted 

and constantly trips over 

his own feet. All he ever 

wants to do is play. But 

Mondragó adores Cale, his 

master and will get him 

out of trouble more  

than once.

 

d 

s 

Mondragó and the Earth Dragons

Mondragó and the Fire Dragons
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›Sales Points

+

›Specs

 Book format: 13 x 19,5 cm

 Binding: Paperback with flaps 

 Pages: 128

 Over 200,000 copies sold of the first series in Spanish.

 Published in 11 languages: Spanish (Planeta), Italian (Einaudi),  

 German (Ravenburger), Portuguese (Everest), Hungarian (Nagyito  

 Kiado Kft), Lithuanian (Uab Keujoji Rosma), Estonian (Helios Kirjastus Ou),  

 Czech (Albatros Media), Slovak (Albatros Media), Basque (Aizkorri),  

 Catalan (Cadi).

 A middle grade fantasy series full of adventures, endearing characters,  

 and a very special pet that will delight readers. 

 Six titles to continue the first series.

 Gorgeous cinematic, color illustrations by Javier Delgado, more a more dynamic,  

 and entertaining read.

 Promotes values of friendship and companionship. 
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432 pp464 pp 432 pp

428 pp

Abrázame fuerte Trilogy

More than 20.000 copies sold

The Princesses. Four friends. Four 
stories. Four boys who will cross their 
paths and change their hearts.

Sole’s family has decided to spend the summer in their 

old townhouse. But Sole is unwilling to go with them and 

spend the summer without Oscar, her boyfriend. However, 

something will not come out as she thought and she will 

be forced to spend the holidays in her boring childhood 

village. Everything will change when she meets... Alex.

Will Sole be able to spend a whole 

summer without Oscar?

Option publisher: France (Albin Michel).

Hiding behind the pseudonym Lof Yu are:

Imma Sust was born in 1974 and has presented and directed many different television 

programs. She has also been a panellist on radio programs, and writes opinion columns.  

Adrià Font was born in the eighties and loves theatre and poetry. His passion for these 

subjects led him to study Philosophy and Audiovisual Communication. He has written 

several plays and tales for the fireside. He is currently appearing as an actor on the series 

La rebellión on channel 3xl.
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Emma is a seventeen year old girl leading a difficult life. 
Her mother died in a car crash when she was little and 
her father was left paralysed and brain damaged. Emma 
has to take care of him on weekends and doesn’t have 
much time for an ordinary teenage life.

Fortunately she has something that does brighten up her 
days: literature. Books, her blog and her new channel on 
Booktube are her refuge and while all the other girls her 
age have social lives, Emma prefers to spend hours in the 
library reading books.

Everything changes when Eric, a new boy in town, comes 
into her life. Eric is mind-numbingly handsome but he 
also has a lot of secrets and a dark past that means he 
has to do community service at the residence where 
Emma’s father lives.

Can Eric shake Emma out of her bubble? Why is Eric so 
cruel to her, why does her hurt her so? What dark secrets 
is he hiding? 

A novel by two of the most famous booktubers in Spain. 

Romantic drama for young adults set amid the booktuber 

phenomenon.  ›Specs

 Planeta› April 2016

 Pages: 250

May R Ayamonte is a nineteen year old writer with a significant presence on social networks.  

She administers two blogs: www.lecturasmayrayamonte.blogspot.com.es) and Ayamonte  

www.amormasalladelaunicidad.blogspot.com

Her channel May R Ayamonte (www.youtube.com/mayrayamonte) has over 40,000 subscribers  

and she uses it to share her passion for literature. 

Esmeralda Verdú (Almansa, 1991) has always loved reading. Since 2010 she has administered 

the literary blog Fly like a butterfly where she reviews books: www.fly-like-a-butterfly.blogspot.com 

She is also a well-known booktuber on her YouTube channel, also called Fly like a butterfly  

(www.youtube.com/blogflylikebutterfly) on which over 75,000 people follow her recommendations. 
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On the day of a concert by one of her favourite boy 

bands, Lucía R, a directioner who writes fan fiction and 

has her own YouTube channel, is distraught: she’s lost 

her ticket. 

Together with Álex, a hipster singer from Seville who’s 

in town to audition for a television musical, Lucia gets 

into all kinds of trouble trying to get it back. As if that 

weren’t enough,  Álex is depressed because his girlfriend 

and artistic partner, the fascinating Melanie Maravilla, 

has disappeared. And Lucía doesn’t know how she’s 

going to cheer him up enough to sing when she does 

turn up.

Surprising encounters with the top Spanish singers make 

the two friends protagonists of the music fan comedy of 

the year. But the concert is approaching and Lucia still 

hasn’t got her hands on a ticket. 

It’s a good thing that her heart belongs to Harry because 

Álex is so cool that she doesn’t really want his girlfriend 

to come back.

The line that separates dreams from reality and 

happiness from disaster is so thin that sometimes you 

can’t even see it.

A lost ticket, the best concert of my life and an 
unexpected love.

›Specs

 Planeta› October 2015

 Pages: 288

Lucía R. is a young writer who’s crazy about social networks, fan fiction and music.  

A Blue Jeans with humour and an After Party for all audiences.
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The Sphere has control of the population. To avoid it, the 
citizens of The Nest are hooked on a virtual game that 
offers them the freedom they yearn for. Kala, a girl who 
rejects that way of life, is forced to enter the Game to look 
for her best friend, Beo, who has been missing for days. 
She isn’t prepared for what she finds on the other side. 
Half-truths, ferocious battles, and environments where 
nothing is what it seems await her. She is in the shadow 
of Destiny and if she wants to save Beo, she will first have 
to defy The Sphere. The battle has only just begun.

Wingless, the first volume in the trilogy, is a pacey, utterly 
addictive novel reminiscent of the Divergent or Matrix 
series. It has all the requisite ingredients: a brave female 
protagonist, parent-children relationships, adolescent 
love, rebellion against unjust, indiscriminate power, 
adventure, new worlds, etc.  

The Hunger Games saga is the most obvious influence on 
the novel. Like Katniss Everdeen, Kala, the protagonist of 
The Sphere, is a normal young girl forced to live up to her 
destiny as the leader of the resistance.  

In The Sphere trilogy, the world has merged with a virtual 
game. In the near future we will spend more and more 
time in virtual environments. Our real world interactions 
will be occasional and create nostalgia and frustration. 

The Sphere invites us to reflect on that future. 

www.trilogialaesfera.es

+Book trailer

+ Free mobile app for a 360º reading experience. Provides 

plenty of important extra content for the reader throughout 

the novels, which can be seen on social networks.  

›Specs

 Planeta› March 2016

 Pages: 288

Muriel Rogers is the pseudonym of the co-writers Muriel Villanueva and Roger Coch.

Book 1: Wingless
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As Easy as Kissing You is the second volume in a new 
trilogy by Blue Jeans, the author of the bestselling young 
adult romance series. 

David, Elena, Marta, Iria, Ainhoa, Katy, Manu, Toni, Óscar 
and Julen are between 17 and 21 years old and share a 
hall, 1B, in the Benjamin Franklin students residence in 
Madrid. They all study at the same university and come 
from all across the country: Malaga, Seville, Pamplona, 
Valladolid, Valencia, Lima, Toledo, Galicia and Canarias. 

This new novel begins when the guys come back to the 
residence after the Christmas holidays, returning to the 
same courses that we saw them studying in the previous 
novel... 

In As Easy as Kissing You, the protagonists continue with 
their adventures and mishaps dealing with the problems 
faced by young people today and meeting new characters.

Part two of the exciting new saga of novels by the 

bestselling young adult writer. 

www.lawebdebluejeans.com

@FranciscodPaula

Option publishers: Poland (Jaguar), Brazil (Planeta Brazil).

  

›Specs

 Planeta› April 2016

 Pages: 500

Blue Jeans is the nom de plume of Francisco de Paula Fernández, one of the best followed 

Spanish authors on social networks. He has a degree in Journalism and currently lives in Madrid.

His Misfits Club series, made up of ¡Buenos días, princesa! (Good Morning Princess!), No 

sonrías, que me enamoro (Don’t Smile at Me, or I’ll Fall in Love), ¿Puedo soñar contigo? (Can 

I Dream of You?) and Tengo un secreto: el diario de Meri (I Have a Secret: Meri’s Diary) has 

become the biggest publishing phenomenon in the young adult market in Spain. 

Translated into several different languages, his novels have over 600,000 followers and their 

adaptation for cinema El Club de los Incomprendidos, became one of the most successful films 

of Christmas 2014, filling movie theatres all over Spain. 

His career has been rewarded with the prestigious Premio Cervantes Chico 2013.
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The Four Seasons
+ 4

Avda. Diagonal, 662-664, 6ª planta › Barcelona 08034 › www.planetadelibrosinfantilyjuvenil.com
Foreign Rights: Pilar Lafuente (plafuente@planeta.es / +34 93 4928244)

›Specs

 Book format: 26 x 29 cm

 Binding: Hardcover with spiral

 Pages: 62 pages + 4 + 2 pages of stickers

Do you want to discover the four seasons?

Your new friends Eco, Reiko, Roi and Rita will help you 

observe, discover and be amazed of the changes in nature 

throughout the year.

A fun book to play, create and learn through the four seasons.

In this book you will find:

 Over 30 activities: recipes, crafts, coloring sheets and  
 sceneries to complete.

 2 pages of stickers to decorate the activities and personalize  
 your crafts.

 4 die cut pages to create your crafts.
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My Paper Dolls and Dresses
+ 5
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Learn history in the funniest way: 
playing with cutout dresses!

Do you know how the old Egypt dresses 

were like? In this little box you will find  

all you need to discover the fashion  

of all ages.

A booklet with sheets with more than 100 

pieces and accessories of all times for 

your catwalk, special sheets that you will 

be able to color and fill out to your liking 

to create your fashion.

A kit to learn history in the funniest way, 

playing with paper dresses. 

More than 100 dresses to cut out!

›Specs

 Format: 18 x 25 cm box with 2 books  
 & 2 cards with the paper dolls

 Pages: 28 + 64 
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Build Your Own Dinosaur / Build Your Own Pirate Boat
+ 5

Avda. Diagonal, 662-664, 6ª planta › Barcelona 08034 › www.planetadelibrosinfantilyjuvenil.com
Foreign Rights: Pilar Lafuente (plafuente@planeta.es / +34 93 4928244)

In the footsteps of T-Rex

A faboulous and innovative project through 

the world of dinosaurs whose aim is that of 

entertaining and educating children.

In the box the children will find a book 

with information about the most famous 

dinosaurs of the pre-historical times and 

interesting data about their daily life.

The pack also includes real wood pieces 

to build your own dinosaur, a set of paints 

and a brush to color them.

›Specs

 Box format: 37 x 28,5 cm

 Binding: Cardboard box with transparent window containing: 
   – a saddle-stitched book
     – 3 wooden semi-sheared sheets
    – a set of four paints 

A fabulous and innovative project through 

the world of pirates whose aim is that of 

entertaining and educating children.

In the box they will find the book Pirates 

in sight, which is a guide with information 

about the history of pirates, their flags and 

their ships. It also contains a wooden  

model with removable parts to build your 

very own pirate boat and a set of paints  

to color it.

Rights sold to: Italy (Touring Editore).
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My First Scrapbook
+ 6
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Let loose your creativity and design wonderful 

projects with paper!

 Learn about all the materials you’ll need to start  

   creating your scrapbook projects.

 Learn the basic techniques and practice until you  

   create your own style.

 Follow the instructions step by step to create     

  wonderful projects: decorate your own initials,  

  make beautiful frames, design covers for your  

  notebooks or create the most original cards.

›Specs

 Box format: 37 x 28,5 cm
 Size: 20 x 20 cm
 Binding: flexibook
 Contains 32 pages of patterned paper!
 Includes 16 pages of stickers!
 With QR codes with extra content!
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My First Book
+ 6
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My First Book Of Desserts

My First Veggie Garden at Home

My First Cooking Book

The characters of your favourite classic tales teach children to cook 

delicious and fun desserts and give them tips on proper behaviour in 

the kitchen:

 Biscuits and sweets

 Cakes and pastries

 Desserts with fruit

 Custard, milkshakes and candy

Characters from your favourite stories teach you how to cook simple 

and tasty dishes and give you tips on proper behaviour in the kitchen.

 Cook first courses with the scariest pirates imaginable.

 Fun monsters help you to make delicious second courses.

 Learn to cook the most magical and scrumptious fairy desserts.

 Let witches introduce you to some magical fruit and let’s hope 

   these ghostly recipes don’t make your hair stand on end!

Characters from your favourite stories teach you how to grow your own 

fruits and vegetables at home and give you tips on proper behaviour in 

the garden.

  Grow root vegetables such as potatoes or carrots with Alice and 

   her friends.

  Pinocchio will help your fruits and vegetables grow as much as his nose!

 Learn to grow herbs and aromatic plants with Dorothy and her Oz’s 

   special friends.

 Let Peter Pan and his friends help you to grow some appealing green  

   vegetables.›Specs

 Box format: 37 x 28,5 cm
 Format: 22,8 x 30,4 cm (tripod)
 Binding: Hardcover with spiral
 Pages: 24 laminated pages
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Learning Chinese is Fun
+ 6
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The most complete pack  
to start learning Chinese

A kit that includes the most 

innovative materials so that 

learning Chinese turns into 

funny game. A book with 

Chinese lessons and traditional 

tales, a CD with pronunciation, 

cards with vocabulary and a 

calligraphy notepad. 

Are you ready to start speaking 

Chinese from day 1?

Speaking Chinese can open you many doors. That is the reason 

why this language is becoming very popular among children. 

Besides, as the Chinese language and culture are so different 

from ours, getting to know them it’s very exciting. 

Do you want to have fun while you learn to write 

and pronounce your first words in Chinese? It is 

much easier than it seems! With this method, each 

lessons starts with a traditional tale, which introduces 

vocabulary with spontaneity: family, the numbers, 

animals, etc. Without realizing it, you’ll be familiar 

with the writing and the sounds while you learn many 

curiosities about this country.

Open the box, the adventure begins!

›Specs

 Size: 25 x 18 cm box
 Box containing:

  – CD
  – Learning Book
  – Pack of Cards
  – Calligraphy Notepad
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Great Explorers
+ 7
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From the 14th century onwards, a series of 

brave, visionary travellers and sailors dared to 

venture into the unknown to discover new worlds: 

America, Asia, India... 

The pages of this book invite you to get to know 

these men, and the tools, maps and ships which 

they used on their journeys. You’ll relive the 

adventures of the most important explorers in 

history, accompanying them as they face the 

thousands of dangers involved in the discovery  

of a new world. The adventure begins!

Rights sold to: Italy (Touring Editore).

›Specs

 Format: 26 x 30 cm
 Binding: Hardcover
 7 white laminated cardboard spreads
 Full color
 Words: 5.000
 Novelty elements: Fold out on the  

 first page, two elements set within  
 each double page spreads
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Growing Up Happy
+ 3
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+

THAT IS HOW I FEEL AT SCHOOL 

THAT IS HOW I FEEL AT HOME

DISCOVERING MY EMOTIONS

MY FIRST CRAFTS WITH MAX

 Format: 18 x 18 cm / Pages: 14

 Binding: Cardboard + flaps

 Words: 1.000

 Format: 25 x 25 cm / Pages: 12

 Binding: Cardboard

 Novelty: 2 pop-up mirror

 Words: 800

MAX’S EMOTIONS

 Format: 33 x 21 cm / Pages: 24

 Binding: Hardback + case

 Words: 2.000

I PAINT  MY EMOTIONS
(ACTIVITY BOOK)

 Format: 21 x 25 cm

 Pages: 48 pp + 4 pp pf stickers

 Binding: Paperback  Format: 33 x 21 cm Box

 Pages: 32. Includes: 10 clays,  
 2 sculpting tools & 2 moulds

CRAFTS WITH M

Words: 2.000

A collection of books to learn to identify and understand emotions with the 

Little Hedgehog. The little ones have a new friend who will accompany them to 

feel their emotions: Max the hedgehog!

Max was a very friendly hedgehog, but he could not spend a day without getting 

into trouble. He was very sad because he could not control his emotions, he 

got angry every day, he was frustrated and there were fights. Until one day, his 

teacher helped him and taught him how to solve his problems.

Do you want to learn with Max how to know your emotions and control those 

that make you feel unhappy?

›Brand values

 The collection is directed by Anna Carpena, pioneer in introducing emotional education  

 programs in Spanish schools.

 Its fresh design, mixing funny illustrations and real pictures, makes it extraordinarly appealing   

 for the kids.

 Children who learn to identify and name their own feelings. 
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The Short Science Of Health
+ 9
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A book about healthy habits written  
for children

It includes a reading guide in the first pages, and is 

enhanced with an appendix with a test about healthy 

habits.

An understandable, funny, useful and original guide about 

health and food.

›Specs

 Book format: 17 x 22 cm

 Binding: Hardback, full color

 Pages: 168

The cardiologist Valentín Fuster is the director of the Cardiovascular 

Institute of Mount Sinai Hospital in New York, President of 

the Scientific Committee of the Spanish 

National Centre of Cardiovascular Research 

and was previously President of the 

American Heart Association and The World 

Heart Federation.

Rights sold to: Poland (IDEA 25 K), 

Greece (Kedros).
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A Short History Of Explorers
+ 9
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Titles in the series

Music

Painting

The World

The Bible

Dinosaurs

Explorers

1

2

3

4

5

6

The spirit of the collection is to address big issues 

presented by the best experts in each field, always 

targeting a very young reader, whom they must get 

interested in the topic they write about. 

These are profusely illustrated books, where the artist 

creates appealing, smart images with a certain humour 

touch.

›Specs

 Book format: 15 x 23 cm

 Binding: Hardback, full color

 Pages: 288
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Mati And Her Mathadventures. To Infinity And Beyond
+ 9

Avda. Diagonal, 662-664, 6ª planta › Barcelona 08034 › www.planetadelibrosinfantilyjuvenil.com
Foreign Rights: Pilar Lafuente (plafuente@planeta.es / +34 93 4928244)

A fun way to teach mathematical concepts using  

the everyday situations of two kids

Her name is Math, but everyone calls her Mati, which is 

less scary. She has two friends: Sal, who is 9 years old 

and wears glasses, and Ven, his little brother. Both of 

them are very curious and passionate. And always pose 

everyday problems to Mati, which she solves with the 

magic wand of mathematics. Their stories will take our 

friends to the infinity and beyond. 

There is a lot of math hidden in the pages of this book. 

Mischevious, mysterious and fun math. Math disguised as 

stories and adventures. But I’m sure that you —you look 

smart— are going to find it...

Do you dare?

Take Mati’s hand, come along with Sal and Ven, and don’t 

forget to pet Gauss every once in a while, he loves the 

attention.

Come on, let’s go: 

One, two... three!

Rights sold to: Korea (BIR Publishing).

›Specs

 Book format: 15 x 23 cm

 Binding: Paperback with flaps

 Pages: 128
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This Is My World
+ 1
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The first reference book for babies, with more 
than 100 words of vocabulary

A learning book  which shows the baby the world 

around him/her and the objects that will accompany 

him/her along the day.

A great book for curious children!

Share with your child the adventure of discovering the 

world with a unique book, which includes more than 

100 words with warm illustrations and photos of his/

her little universe: the house and the toys, lunch or 

bath time, the walks in the street or the animals in 

the farm. A very useful tool to stimulate babies’ verbal 

capacity, their curiosity and their attitude towards 

learning.

With thick pages with rounded edges.

›Specs

 Format: 21,5 x 27,5 cm

 Binding: Laminated cardboard

 Pages: 24
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My Travelling Books
+ 2
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Travelling, playing and learning,  

what a great pleasure!

An ideal kit for the little ones, with a folding book in 

the shape of a train, a super adventurous ship-shaped 

book and a car-shaped book. 

It also includes 4 pieces that fit together so that the 

kid plays with his/her first puzzles.

Great quality cardboard for babies.

›Specs

 Format: 23 x 23 cm

 Box with 3 cardboard  
   books + 4 puzzle pieces
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Short, Very Short and Super Short Tales
+ 3

Avda. Diagonal, 662-664, 6ª planta › Barcelona 08034 › www.planetadelibrosinfantilyjuvenil.com
Foreign Rights: Pilar Lafuente (plafuente@planeta.es / +34 93 4928244)

Short stories to read in a few minutes and 

dream about during the whole night

This volume contains super short tales about wishes 

which come true, children who go to school flying on 

the air’s wings or bathtubs that turn into swimming 

pools with slides. The little ones will enjoy themselves 

with these stories that join fantasy and reality to turn 

real world into a magical universe, and whose true 

main character is the imagination.

›Specs

 Format: 21 x 21 cm

 Binding: Hardcover

 Pages: 144
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Around the World in Pictograms
+ 5

Avda. Diagonal, 662-664, 6ª planta › Barcelona 08034 › www.planetadelibrosinfantilyjuvenil.com
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Learning to read is so easy and fun  
with pictograms!

An illustrated fun book that combines text with 

pictograms which facilitate the text comprehension, 

stimulate comprehensive reading and strengthen the 

reading habit in the little ones. Besides, thanks to 

the funny adventure of Moncho around the world, you 

will discover great cities, exotic places, incredible 

landscapes, beautiful monuments…

›Specs

 Format: 24 x 24 cm

 Binding: Hardcover

 Pages: 144

p›Specs
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My First Discoveries Collection
+ 0

Avda. Diagonal, 662-664, 6ª planta › Barcelona 08034 › www.planetadelibrosinfantilyjuvenil.com
Foreign Rights: Pilar Lafuente (plafuente@planeta.es / +34 93 4928244)

A super collection to learn with giant steps

Six large format books, with irresistible photos that will catch 

the senses of the little ones, and a very tender character that 

will teach them the first concepts. 

With a spectacular presentation, this collection elaborates a 

very up-to-date pedagogical proposal, which maximizes their 

intelligence.

«Hi, I’m Sam the bunny, and together we will discover the 

numbers, we’ll play with colors and explore first concepts.»

Babies are attentive to everything. They are eager to  

experience and learn! That is why it is important to offer  

them an attractive and participative material which  

offers them quality encouragement. 

Six books with irresistible photographs  

that catch the baby’s senses 

The great book of the colours

The great book of the numbers

The great book of the shapes

The great book of the animals

The great book of the contraries

The great book of the English words

Titles in the collection

1

2

3

4

5

6

›Specs

 Book format: 27 x 27 cm

 Binding: Laminated cardboard
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The Baby Book
+ 2
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Some memories are forever

A tender, elegant and original book where you 

will be able to collect all those magical moments 

of the first year of life of your child: the first 

bath, the first smile…It includes spaces to write 

texts, stick photos and keep some other small 

memorabilia.

With two little boxes to keep objects, 5 cards to 

stamp the baby’s hand, stickers, and a folding 

meter.

Rights sold to: France (Hachette).

›Specs

 Book format: 28 x 28 cm

 Binding: Hardback

 Pages: 22
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My Great School of Stickers
+ 3
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300 stickers to complete more  
than 100 activities

Welcome to the funniest school:  
learning is in your hands!

An original book bound in four different blocks 

(colors, opposites, shapes and numbers) so that  

the little ones discover the world around them.  

With this book the little ones will learn to count,  

look for similar objects or colors…

Open the book wherever you like, take the sheets 

with the stickers and begin playing! You will discover 

many surprises about the concepts you need to know 

to grow-up.

Every discovery is a wonderful surprise and every 

surprise, a new smile. 

Four mini-books in one.
›Specs

 Book format: 24 x 32 cm

 Binding: Hardcover with spiral
 Pages: 48, includes 3 sheets  

 of stickers
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100 Riddles Against Boredom

Observe, play, discover and...guess!

Riddles are much more than simple word games,  

they are a classic in the oral tradition and a great 

pastime at the same time. The 100 riddles you 

will find in this book will awaken the wit and the 

enthusiasm to learn in the little ones. 12 illustrated 

locations and full of details, such as the school,  

the market, the park or the beach, among many 

others.

›Specs

›Sales pitch

 Book format: 24 x 30 cm

 Binding: Hardback 

 Pages: 26

 Resistant format with laminated cardboard  
 pages.

 Lively and colorful illustration with many  
 details of the children’s environment.

 Riddles adapted for children.

 Includes all solutions. 

+ 3

Avda. Diagonal, 662-664, 6ª planta › Barcelona 08034 › www.planetadelibrosinfantilyjuvenil.com
Foreign Rights: Pilar Lafuente (plafuente@planeta.es / +34 93 4928244)
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Create Your Own Costumes
+ 3
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This Carnival, enhance your creative power  
with Create your costumes!

Who said that to create a costume you should know 

how to sew? Papers, cardboard boxes, paints, glue, 

scissors…Inspire yourself to make your own costumes 

with simple and cheap materials…and without sewing!

Surprising objects that come to life: a tractor, a couple 

of playing cards or a building.

Rights sold to: French language (Hemma). 

More than 30 projects.

Includes the patterns.

›Specs

 Book format: 24 x 24 cm

 Binding: Hardcover

 Pages: 120
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Little Geniuses Collection 
+ 3
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A 6 volume collection with 3 pages 
of stickers 60 activities in every book

A complete collection of activity books, 

ideal for kids in pre-school age. Useful to 

practice all areas of the syllabus: language, 

mathematics, English, social and natural 

environment, and also braintraining 

activities and plastic arts.

A very attractive and fun material for 

the kids, with the “Peques” as the main 

characters, a very active gang, who is eager 

to learn. Every book has a main character.

With a present for the collectors: a “back to 

school” kit with 10 customizable stickers 

and a weekly schedule.

A great help for parents:  

this collection guarantees  

long hours of playful learning,  

ideal to review and practice at  

home what they have learned  

in school.

All the activities have been created  

by experts in children education.

d

›Specs

 Book format: 29 x 21 cm

 Binding: Paper back with flaps,  
    and spiral binder

 Pages: 64 + 3 sheets of stickers
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Maths for Kids
+ 3
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The funniest and easiest way  
to learn Maths

60 funny activities to learn playing.

With 3 pages of stickers.

60 activities to play with stickers, to observe, 

associate, design and strengthen the basic 

knowledge of the area of Mathematics.

With this book children will learn how to 

practice the first additions and substractions, 

how to write the numbers and play with 

geometrical shapes… 

›Specs

 Book format: 29 x 21 cm

 Binding: Paperback with flaps
  + 3 sheets of stickers

 Pages: 64
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Much More than Mandalas
+ 5
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Mandalas for your inner artist 

Do you know that painting mandalas relaxes, 

develops your creativity and favors concentration? 

And that the brain activities stimulate intelligence 

and learning? This book includes many mandalas to 

color, but also enigmatic and labyrinth mandalas, 

medieval and sport ones…mandalas that encourage 

you to count, to think and to search.

›Specs

 With a page of stickers

 Book format: 24 x 24 cm

 Binding: Paperback
 Pages: 144

›Specs›Specs
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It’s Magic

Become a magician...magically

Are you ready to surprise your friends with your magic 

tricks? In Es Magia we explain how you can organize 

your own show and teach you incredible tricks with 

which you will learn many things. Put your imagination 

at work while practicing the performance! Soon you’ll 

be ready to get on stage and...earn the applause and 

the smiles from the public!

›Sales pitch

+ 6

Avda. Diagonal, 662-664, 6ª planta › Barcelona 08034 › www.planetadelibrosinfantilyjuvenil.com
Foreign Rights: Pilar Lafuente (plafuente@planeta.es / +34 93 4928244)

Distribución: 17/11/15

Argumentos de venta:

 A book which includes step by step instructions  
 of the tricks.

 It includes some materials to put on the show:  
 invitations, cards and coins among other things,  
 besides decorative stickers.

 With the collaboration of Mag Oli, director of  
 Magicus, the Young Magic Festival in Barcelona.

›Specs

 Book format: 26 x 26 cm

 Binding: Hardback with Spiral 

 Pages: 107
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Much More Than Number Colouring

To complete these spectacular drawings it is 

not enough to have a safe and steady hand.  

You have to know some Maths!

A fun book to paint numbers with 80 attractive 

proposals that include simple mathematical games 

and challenges. Sums, geometrical figures, connect 

the dots and even sudokus! Children will enjoy the 

numeric pastimes that will have to solve in order to 

know what color they must paint the drawings. The 

most original way to combine drawings and Maths, 

and encourage the small ones.

›Specs

 Book format: 24 x 24 cm

 Binding: Paperback 

 Pages: 130

+ 6

Avda. Diagonal, 662-664, 6ª planta › Barcelona 08034 › www.planetadelibrosinfantilyjuvenil.com
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›Sales pitch

Original activity book, ideal for holidays.

With mathematical exercises.

Includes stickers.
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Learn to Multiply in a Trice
+ 6
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An erasable whiteboard to master  
the times tables!

Learn to multiply in a trice is more than a book to 

practice the times tables, it is a board to master them.

Squeeze up your brain, have fun and become  

an expert of multiplication! With more than  

30 problems and exercises to test you, tips and  

tricks for memorizing tables and all the solutions.

Convient spiral binding.

Includes erasable marker.

›Specs

 Book format: 21,6 x 24,6 cm

 Binding: Paperback with spiral
 Pages: 24
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Color Kitchen
+ 6
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A book that will show 

children create dishes  

and enjoy food in  

every season.

To the kitchen, 

superchefs!

Create with your hands, eat with your eyes 

and prepare dishes that will make you want  

to lick your fingers! 

Each season has its climate, its colors, its special 

occasions... and also its food. 

Thirty-two delicious and simple recipes, eight for 

each season, to fill the dish with flavors, textures, 

vitamins, energy, shapes and colors.

Each recipe specifies the necessary ingredients,  

the time you will need to prepare it and the difficulty 

level. Many of the dishes suggested do not have  

to be cooked, so they can be prepared easily. For 

some others, you will need a little bit of help.

Rights sold to: Germany (Xenos).

›Specs

 Book format: 21 x 21 cm

 Binding: Hardback
 Pages: 96

›Specs›Specs
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Let’s Cook, Little Chefs!
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Easy recipes that do not require fire

Cooking is practical and can be very funny. But do 

not forget safety and cleanness! Both things are 

very important in a kitchen. With this book you will 

learn to prepare funny desserts, original sandwiches 

and surprising dishes. You will leave your friends 

speechless and will surprise your parents. Besides, 

when you have learned these recipes you will think  

of some others that you can write down in the book. 

And now, put your apron on!

You will learn to prepare a Mexican party,  

a birthday party, the most fantastic sandwiches  

and many more recipes…! 

Rights sold to: France (Piccolia).

›Specs

 Book format: 23 x 23 cm

 Binding: Hardcover
 Pages: 72
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Scaring Scrawls
+ 6
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Frightfully fun activities to draw, color 

and awake your talent!

Welcome to the village of Screamcity, where the 

skulls and vampires die... from laughter. Look at 

daddy monster and mummy witch! Shall we draw 

their children? The boy has his father’s head and his 

mother’s big nose! 

During the day, the witch fixes the garden of the 

school, but at night she fills it with toads.  

Add a few more! 

Search, draw, imagine, paint, calculate and even 

mummify: Celebrate Halloween in Screamcity and 

you will laugh until midnight!

Do you know what we do with the books in Screamcity? 

We scrawl in them until we turn them into terrifying 

works of art!

Step by step, you will learn to draw skulls,  

phantoms, bats and all kinds of terrifying  

beings.

›Specs

 Book format: 24,5 x 29 cm

 Binding: Paperback with flaps
 Pages: 144
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Zoe’s Top Look

Design your own fashion collection  
with Zoé’s Gang! 

A fantastic activity book with which you will be able to make 

your own fashion collection! Inside, you will find template 

papers with different patterns that simulate different clothing 

designs, silhouettes of the characters to dress them up, looks, 

trends and essential clothing and accessories, everything 

divided into seasons of spring, summer, autumn and winter. 

›Specs

 Book format: 16 x 26 cm

 Binding: Paperback 

 Pages: 84 + 4 die-cut cardboards

+ 7
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Book with templates and patterned papers to create your 

fashion collection, inspired by Jordi Labanda drawings.

  Lista para un 
  FIN DE SEMANA    
  en PARÍS

Una 
gabardina 

por si llueve 
un poco

Mis 
zapatos 

rosas con 

Gafas de 
sol...¡me 
encantan!

Un pantalón 
pitillo de 

color beige

El bolso 
con cadena, 

imprescindible
n alón

de 
eige

Ana Garcia-Siñeriz is a respected journalist. Writer, this is the 

first project specifically aimed at children and female world. 

Mother of two kids and avid reader since childhood, knows 

and loves literature for children.

Jordi Labanda is one of the best-known illustrators nationally 

and internationally. He works, publishes and exhibits 

worldwide (Colette, Wallpaper, Vogue, etc). His stationery 

collections and accessories are very successful among 

younger buyers and their mothers. 

Mi conjunto 
favorito para 

Cena en un chiringuito
chic

Suéter 
marinero: 

lo más

Crop top 
rojo Bolso 

acolchado

Bermudas 
super 

tendencia

Short 
de color 

rojo 
¡Uy!

Sandalias 
con cuña 

¡mega 
guays!

n
ito
n 

Bolso 
acolchado

De vuelta a la ciudad... Londres Style

Preparada para un fin de semana 

Chaqueta 
de plumas 

mega 
calentita

Mi gorro 
con 

pompón

Capa 
estampada 
en pata 
de gallo

Pantalón impermeable Pamela 
de fieltro 

rosa 
fuerte

Botas para andar en la nieve sin 
resbalar

Media negra oscura y 
súper chic
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It seems magic but it is… origami!  

A millenary Japanese art that explodes  

with color and imagination

More than twenty models and printed papers to 

create more than 40 different figures. Fold and 

unfold, create funny animals, fish, ladybirds, a little 

house or a boat. Origami has never been so simple 

and special.

Come to play to the paper wood!

Here you will find the basic techniques of origami,  

explained in a simple way in a book that maximizes 

your creativity and your imagination.

Rights sold to: France (Larousse),  

Korea (Saenggakui Jip).›Specs

 Book format: 24 x 24 cm

 Binding: Flexible paperback with flaps
 Pages: 122

›Specs›Specs
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Cool Ideas for Special Girls

Simple tips to create your own style  
and customize your world

Original projects explained step by step and with very 

fashionable results. You will not only show off with 

original and fun clothes whenever you want; you also 

will create your own accessories, customize your things 

and design your own jewelry. 

Do you have some shirts or jeans that you no longer 

wear? They can become stylish and groundbreaking 

clothing. With this collection you will not only reinvent 

the way you dress, you will discover all sorts of creative 

ideas to customize bags, covers for notebooks or tablets.

Here you will find one hundred simple and very 

economical projects. All of them can be made on your 

own: you don’t need to be an expert with the sewing 

needle.

Who knows, this may be just the beginning and one day 

you’ll start devising unique designs of clothing, jewelry 

or art pieces. Are you ready to create your own style?

Titles in the collection:

  Customize your Clothes

  Customize your world

  Create your own accessories

  Design your costume jewelry and style

 

+ 9
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One hundred projects to be trendy...  

without having to go shopping!

How easy it is to get a short dress with 

a pillowcase! You’ll see that everything 

is explained simply and there is no need 

to know how to sew. It also includes 

templates.
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Mag Lari’s Magic Passport
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Mag Lari’s magic passport is a travel diary around the 

world starring Lari the magician: the United States, 

Japan, lndia, Switzerland and Barcelona are the stages 

that take the magician to discover us the magic of 

each place and their most important magicians. 

In Las Vegas, for example, we will discover conjuring 

and the importance of the show; in Japan, the 

traditional magic and Chinese shadows; in India we 

will meet magician Ali Bongo and the craft of magic; 

in Switzerland, the inventor of magic tricks, and  

in Barcelona, magician Wenceslau Ciuró and  his tips 

to become a good magician’s apprentice.

A book with more than 50 magic tricks!

›Specs

 Book format: 14 x 20 cm

 Binding: Hardback 

 Pages: 164
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This Time You Are The Author
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Take a pencil, an eraser, a pair of colored pens and... get 

ready to write, think, create, and especially to unleash those 

ideas that have always existed in your head almost without you 

knowing it. By doing so you’ll have fun, suffer, laugh, cry...  

But mostly you will be happy when you finish this book!!! 

– Brief and very practical exercises to practice different styles  

   of creative writing.

– Fun and challenging techniques to develop creativity and   

   enhance imagination.

– Notepad with guidelines and exercises to write, draw, take     

   notes, etc.

– Exercises that appeal to everyday situations.

– Learn how to write impossible dialogues, emotional speeches  

   in everyday situations, free inner speech, and much more…

78 challenges of creative writing.

Carlos García Miranda is a writer and television scriptwriter, well known for such series as  

El Internado (sold to more than 30 countries), Los Protegidos and Vive cantando. He is also  

a teacher of Screenwriting in the Universidad Carlos III (Screenwriting for thriller series,  

Script novelization) and teacher for the Globomedia Screenwriting Master (URJC).
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Open the book. Let your mind free. 
Awake your inspiration.

Yogagraphics is a new concept made  

into a book, a book that invites us to relax,  

to reflect.

Yogagraphics is an active experience that will 

help us find those daily 5 minutes of quietness, 

essential to reach our inner balance in everyday life. 

Through a series of exercises composed by essential 

elements (such as points, lines and geometrical 

figures, present in all schools of mediation) and 

the principles of graphic design (contrast, lineup, 

repetition, proximity, rhythm, balance, unity) we will 

be able to create a space for ourselves, something we 

seem to have forgotten in our modern life.

Yogagraphics is therefore a tool through which we can 

learn how to benefit from the few free moments we 

have during the day, with practical exercises which will 

help us reflect, analyse and maintain our well-being.

Visual exercises to enhance your energy, relax your 

mind and find your inner balance.

›Specs

 Binding: Hardback soft-touch
 Pages: 160

Rights sold to: Portugal (Planeta Manuscrito).
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The Mysterious Invasion In Search of the Lost Water

The Zombie Threat The Time Travellers 

It is the 23rd century. Roger and Bernat 
are traveling with their rock-star parents 
aboard the spaceship Diplodocus on 
a concert tour through space. The 
Diplodocus is a huge ship that transports 
its passengers to different inhabited 
planets in the universe. 

The Diplodocus is the main setting for the 
adventures of Roger and Bernat, who are 
cousins the same age (8 years old).

The quadruplets —Ma, Me, Mi, and 
Mo— are the daughters of the Diplodocus’ 
commander. Even though their parents 
think they’re little angels, the quadruplets 
are the worst.

Doctor Xiruca, who hates rock music, 
wants to keep the band from playing their 
scheduled gigs and Bernat and Roger will 
have to act against his scheming in order 

to keep the Diplodocus on course.

Rights sold to: France (Hachette 
Jeunesse).

Teresa Solana is a writer known for her works of crime fiction full of black humour. 

Àlex Roca is illustrator, animator and audiovisual artist (http://www.tentacle.cat).

›Specs

 Book format: 14 x 20 cm

 Binding: Paperback 

 Pages: 128
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Seven Cavemen 

A new series for children about Cro-Magnons,  

based on four central ideas.

-To showcase the historical richness of the Spanish sites  

of Altamira and Atapuerca, which are world-renowned.

-To visualize in an appealing and affecting way the classic 

historical confrontation between the Cro-Magnon and the 

Neanderthal.

-To make today’s children keen on discovering their own history 

with special emphasis on the simplicity and essence of life. 

-An intelligent, enthusiastic and intimate response to the 

current crisis we are experiencing: The need to reinvent 

ourselves with fewer resources and in a hostile environment. 

›Specs

 Format: 13 X 19,5 cm

 Binding: trade with flaps 

 Pages: 128

 Aimed at both genders (although boys will be particularly fond 
 of it) with a wide target audience between 6 and 12 years of age

 A variety of characters and types that will allow easy  
 identification with one of the characters or another

 Adventures + humor in a PREHISTORIC setting

 Sections of interesting facts in each book. “Did you know that…?,   
 along with inventions/discoveries, recipes, games…

 Factual inserts with information and instructions, step by step,  
 on inventions and discoveries

 A humoristic paleo recipe book with Paleozoic ingredients and   
 crazy cooking ideas

+ 7
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A story with lots of 
adventure and humour 
around a gang of six 

Cro-Magnons and one 
Neanderthal 

By Maite Carranza and Irene Iborra,  

illustrated by Iosu Mitxelena.
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These are THE 7 CAVEMEN and the villain they face is the  
warlock Peloverde. 

Title 1: The 7 Cavemen Versus the Ghost of Fire.  
Adventures and misadventures of the 7 friends who accidentally put 

out the fire in the Cro-Magnon cave. Their mission is to recover the 

fire and they even end up discovering the delicious taste of barbecue.

Title 2: The 7 Cavemen Versus the Devil’s Paintings.  
The gang’s adventures to obtain war paint in order to become fierce 

hunters end up with them creating artistic figures in the cave.

The main characters are a group of Cro-Magnons made up of:

Cromi (the main protagonist) is very small and very clever, but 
his curiosity gets him into trouble.

Kakátuo, the vain son of the chief. He thinks he is the most 
handsome. 

Baba Tímida, a small, observant girl who knows many things. 

Roco, big as a mammoth and simple as a fish.

Mandonia, always wants to have the last word. A bossy boots.

Ululú is very skinny and always hungry. He spends the day 
eating and never gains weight. 

Neandi (the Neanderthal girl) is Cromi’s little Neanderthal 
friend. She is intelligent, a joker and brave. 

Maite Carranza - Irene Iborra

CONTRA EL ESPÍRITU  
DEL FUEGO

Maite Carranza - Irene Iborra

CONTRA las  
pinturas  

DEL diablO
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A collection of thirteen fabulous 

tales, updated, for all ages over 

five in the most faithful versions, 

with illustrations that will captivate 

many generations of boys and girls.

And also: ›Specs

 Book format: 16,8 x 23,8 cm

 Binding: Hardcover

 Pages: 28

›Specs

 Book format: 16,8 x 23,8 cm

 Binding: Hardcover

 Pages: 322
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With over 280 published titles, the Little Stories series 

has a justifiably strong reputation as both a quality 

product and as a valuable resource for promoting culture.

These little stories have been a great success over the 

years; having a print run of over 500.000 copies!

The series has an impressive range of titles, many of them 

translated into other languages.

There are Little Stories about a great variety of curious 

places and people. These include: Figures from culture, 

science, institutions and significant places and art styles. 

And also Colouring Books (no text) about Gaudí, 

Modernism, Dalí, Picasso and Frida Kahlo.

Ten titles of this series have been sold to: Lianoning 

Science and Technology (Chinese Simple Characters).

›Specs

 Book format: 22,5 x 27 cm

 Binding: Paperback

 Pages: 16

Pilarin Bayés is a well-known Catalan illustrator 

who has devoted more than fifty years to children’s 

books. She has illustrated almost 800 books,  

with translation into several languages. She 

has contributed to countless publications and 

exhibitions and her drawings have been reproduced 

in every imaginable support and format, including 

animated for television. 
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This is Barcelona

A guide for curious tourists who want to know  
the city well beyond its monuments!

Barcelona is one of the main cities of the Mediterranean 

and one of the most visited cities in the world. What 

does it have to be seen as a paradise in the eyes of 

half of the world? What makes it different? How are the 

people who live here like?

Barcelona has turned into an emblematic city in the 

collective imagination, a trademark that offers a series 

of urban landscapes, experiences and activities that 

make it unique to its inhabitants and to those who stay 

for a few days.

Take note: this is Barcelona!

English translation available

›Specs

 Book format: 23 x 32 cm

 Binding: Hardback 

 Pages: 48

+ 7
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Vols saber què és Barcelona? Doncs tens a les mans el llibre adequat!Per començar, situem-nos: Barcelona és la capital de Catalunya i una de les ciutats més importants de la Mediterrània i del sud d’Europa.

El Mercat de la Boqueria va ser el primer mercat 

municipal de Barcelona. Aquest espai ja acollia venedors  

de carn ambulants al segle XIII.

Avui, les parades de peix, fruita i menjar de tota mena 

omplen l’ambient de sabors i colors!

El Port Vell és el punt final de la Rambla 

i, des del 1888, està presidit pel famós 

monument a Cristòfor Colom.

Des d’aquest emblemàtic mirador podem 

observar la ciutat a seixanta metres d’alçària.

Al Port Vell també podem fer una ruta amb 

vaixell i contemplar la silueta de Barcelona 

des del mar!

Els barcelonins no ens estem de res i, posats a triar, tenim dues patrones: santa Eulàlia i la Mare de Déu de la Mercè.El dia 24 de setembre és la festivitat de la Mercè i se celebra la festa major de la ciutat. Durant aquells dies tothom surt al carrer i quasi sempre plou. 
Diu la llegenda que les gotes que cauen són les llàgrimes de santa Eulàlia, que plora perquè no celebrem la seva festa.

Les festes de la Mercè s’acomiaden cada any amb un espectacle de música i pirotècnia a la Font Màgica de Montjuïc.
Aquesta font és un dels símbols de Barcelona i sempre deixa embadalits tant els turistes com els de casa.
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Peter and the Forest 
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by Jaume Cabré
Illustrations by Julia Sardà 

A child who is called Peter came out of his house at 

night and entered the forest. Some animals observe him 

with curiosity. An owl, a squirrel, a hedgehog...but he 

does not notice.

The squirrel, which is very nosy, approaches him and asks:

What do you do in the forest, at this time of night?

–Someone has stolen my fire truck.

›Specs

 Book format: 24 x 27 cm

 Binding: Hardcover

 Pages: 48

 Special materials: 6 die-cut figures  
 and 3 big flaps

A poignant story for children, by the best-selling 

author of Les veus del Pamano and Jo confesso.
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The Traditions of the World Explained to Children
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BELLEZA CON MENSAJE

EL PEINADO DE LAS MUJERES HIMBA
Para numerosas tribus africanas, el peinado, el maquillaje y  
los abalorios son expresiones de la riqueza cultural del grupo  
al que pertenecen y ponen de manifiesto su  
singularidad étnica

Los himba son un pueblo seminómada que habita entre el sur de Angola 
y el norte de Namibia. Son conocidos sobre todo por la riqueza y varie-
dad de adornos que llevan sus mujeres. Éstos no sirven sólo para realzar 
su belleza, sino que también indican su posición social.
Las mujeres de la tribu himba se untan el pelo con una pasta de color 
rojo que se hace con un tipo de piedra roja triturada, una mezcla de acei-
te, corteza de árbol triturada, estiércol seco de vaca y hierbas. Además 
adornan su peinado con perlas, conchas de cauri y hasta comida seca. 

Además del tocado, otra de sus características es el ungüento rojizo con el que adornan su cuerpo, y que, además de su sentido estético, tiene una función de protección ante las duras condiciones climáticas de su entorno.

dad de adornos que llevan sus mujeres. Éstos no sirven sólo para realzar 
su belleza, sino que también indican su posición social
Las muje d
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La capoeira es una mezcla muy peculiar de técnicas de lucha y baile. Se  

define como el arte de la libertad, pues fue utilizado por los esclavos negros 

llevados a Brasil como una forma de resistencia a la opresión, un estímulo 

espiritual y un medio de expresión para desarrollar su propia identidad. 

Los esclavos se entrenaban con esta forma de baile-lucha con el objetivo 

de enfrentarse a los portugueses y escapar en una lucha cuerpo a cuerpo. 

Una vez abolida la esclavitud, el baile terminó por asociarse al mundo del 

hampa, por lo que el gobierno lo prohibió a finales del siglo XIX.

LA CAPOEIRA
LA DANZA DE LA LIBERTAD

La capoeira es un arte marcial brasileño, de origen africano, que 

abarca la autodefensa, la danza, la acrobacia y la música

Es conocida por los 
movimientos rápidos y explosivos 

de brazos y piernas, con maniobras 
en forma de patadas, giros y 
derribos, que los capoeiristas 
ejecutan con gran precisión.

La capoeira es una mezcla muy pec
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o XIX.

Una de las cosas que más seducen de este singular y exótico lugar es su 

cultura nativa, que gira en torno al concepto aloha. Los nativos hawaianos 

desarrollaron a través del espíritu aloha un sentido de unión con el pró-

jimo y con su entorno que los orientó hacia la búsqueda del equilibrio.  

Esta palabra hawaiana se utiliza para saludar y bendecir a los visitantes, 

pero para los nativos hawaianos también es una filosofía de vida: es la 

expresión del amor, la alegría, la empatía y el respeto hacia los demás.  

El espíritu aloha tiene tanta importancia que el gobierno lo considera una 

ley estatal que rinde homenaje a los antepasados. 

El espíritu aloha se caracteriza por una actitud positiva, refrescante 

y alegre, que los hawaianos comparten con sus huéspedes y con 

los turistas de su paradisíaca isla

EL CONCEPTO ALOHA
LA FELICIDAD POR EL AMOR

50
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En su tradición, se 
considera que la motivación aloha cura el espíritu y el cuerpo y contagia felicidad. El mensaje es muy simple: «aloha aku, aloha mai» (da amor y recibirás amor), es decir, 

vivir en armonía.

A testimony of the fascinating relationship between man and 

the earth he inhabits with spectacular large format images.

Throughout history, in every corner of the world, humans 

have transmitted from generation to generation different 

customs and traditions. Today, in a fully globalized world, 

many of these traditions have crossed borders and, thanks 

to the benefits they bring, many people from different 

corners of the world have adopted them as their own.

Las tradiciones del mundo explicadas a los niños is a 

journey around the planet through fifty traditions that  

will surprise you and help you to better understand  

the intimate relationship between human beings  

and their environment.

›Specs

 Book format: 25 x 31 cm

 Binding: Hardcover

 Pages: 128
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el peinado de las mujeres himba (angola)
insectos en el plato (angola)
la danza africana (costa de marfil)
mujeres y madres, todo el día (gambia)
los tejidos kente (ghana)

flotar en el mar muerto (israel)
la marcha masái (kenya)

el tagelmust tuareg (libia)

el país dogón (mali)

las cascadas termales de pammukkale (turquía)
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24

25

26

27

28

29

30

capoeira, la lucha y el baile (brasil)
el carnaval de río (brasil)

vivir en un iglú (canadá)

dominó cubano (cuba)

la emoción de los shuar (ecuador)
el concepto aloha (hawái)

el consumo del cacao (méxico)
el día de muertos (méxico)

las mujeres kuna (panamá)

el tejido del pueblo (perú)

el kunqu, la ópera china (china)
LA CALIGRAFÍA SHUFA (china)

tai-chi chuan (china)

la pesca con cormorán (china)
hatha yoga (india)

el festival holi (india)

los jinetes del pamir (kirguizistán)
los sherpas del himalaya (nepal)

los mandalas (región autónoma del tíbet, china)
la ceremonia del té uzbeka (uzbekistán)

31

32

33

34

35

36

37

38

39

40

41

42

43

44

45

46

47

48

49

50

SUENA EL DIDGERIDOO (AUSTRALIA)
COCO PARA TODO (FILIPINAS)

LOS MOKEN, LOS GITANOS DEL MAR (INDONESIA)
LOS ASMAT (INDONESIA)

FIGURAS DE ORIGAMI (JAPÓN)

EL ARTE DEL BONSÁI (JAPÓN)

LA CEREMONIA JAPONESA DEL TÉ (JAPÓN)
THANAKA EN LA PIEL (MYANMAR)

DIBUJOS EN LA ARENA (VANUATU)

COMER CON PALILLOS (VIETNAM)

el BAÑO DE HENO ALPINO (AUSTRIA)
PEREGRINOS A SANTIAGO (ESPAÑA)

LAS PLANTAS AROMÁTICAS PROVENZALES (francia)
el mercado griego (grecia)

la bicicleta en los países bajos (holanda)
aguas termales de islandia (islandia)
las casas de materia viva (islas feroe, dinamarca)
EL CARNAVAL DE VENECIA (italia)

los huevos de pascua (rumanía)
el perro de trineo siberiano (rusia)
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Trip to the Abysm – The Young Jules Verne Series

›Specs

 Book format: 14 x 20 cm

 Binding: Hardback 

 Pages: 256

+ 9
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Foreign Rights: Pilar Lafuente (plafuente@planeta.es / +34 93 4928244)

Join Jules Verne and his 
friends in the exciting 
adventure which inspired him 
to write Journey to the Center 
of the Earth!

Jules and his friends are happy 

because progress and knowledge 

seem to have definitely arrived in 

Nantes: an important scientific 

meeting will take place there and the 

train will link the city with Paris. But 

the powerful criminal organization 

will not tolerate it. Not even now 

when they need scientists who know 

well the minerals inside the earth.

It will be there, in the depths, where 

Jules, Marie, Huan and Caroline, 

the XXI Century Adventurers, will 

discover the wicked plan thatched 

by the organization and live a new 

adventure “for a more imaginative, 

fairer and fun future for everyone.”

›Sales pitch

 Third title of the new adventure series starring Jules Verne  
 in his youth.

 The world of Jules Vernes is a literary classic that is  
 always in vogue.

 Book of exciting adventures, with amazing inventions  
 and mysteries to solve.

 Nineteenth century scenarios and adventures that will 
 delight parents.

 Through the adventures contained in  
 this fiction, the young Jules introduces  
 us to his most emblematic novels.

Rights sold to: Pocket Jeunesse (France), 

Planeta Manuscrito (Portugal).
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The Piranhas
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Give Way to The Piranhas 

14,7 x 21, 192 pp, Softcover 

Double Victory 

14,7 x 21, 200 pp, Softcover 

A Beastly Comeback 

14,7 x 21, 192 pp, Softcover 

Gunshot in the Storm 

14,7 x 21, 192 pp, Softcover 

A Team For Ever 

14,7 x 21, 192 pp, Softcover 

This is a series about football, but not just 

football. It deals with the small (and big) 

things that boys face every day: friendship, 

school, older kids... and football, of course!

In the first book of the series, The Piranhas 

are The Sardines. They are last in the league 

and they leave the field with jeers instead of 

trophies. 

The team that makes the most fun of them 

is the leader of the league: The Maleficients. 

They are tall and strong (and they aren’t 

exactly known for playing fair).

But one fine day Nico shows up. He’s crazy 

about football and urgently needs to find a 

good team. 

Nico is accepted onto The Maleficients but,  

as luck would have it (an injury to his 

meniscus!), he ends up playing with The 

Sardines. The team’s efforts pay off and they 

are playing better and better. They become 

The Piranhas, and The Maleficients aren’t 

amused at all...

Over the course of the series, the players on 

The Piranhas will have adventures, learn to 

work hard to reach their goals, to respect each 

other and value their differences, and things 

on the field will improve exponentially.
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Zoé’s Gang
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More than 200.000 copies sold in Spain!

Zoé’s Two 
Worlds (Paris)

Elementary, dear 
Zoé! (London)

This is Hollywood!  
(Los Angeles)

1

2

3

I love New York 
(New York)

Zoé and the Roman 
princess (Rome)

Mistery in Venice 
(Venice)

Zoé in Barcelona 
(Barcelona)

4

5

9

7

Sayonara, Zoé 
(Tokyo)

Let’s Save the Planet, 
Zoé! (Mexico D.F.)

Zoé in the Land of Stars 
(Kenia)

What a mess in Rio! 
(Rio de Janeiro)

6

10

11

8

›Specs

 Book format: 14,7 x 21 cm

 Binding: Hardback with jacket 

 Pages: 192

Zoé lives with her mother and her younger brother, Nic the bore. Her 

most loyal friend is her dog, Kira. And her best friends, and mates at 

school, are Marc, Lisetta and Alex. Together they will travel around the 

world and they will live the most incredible adventures. 

A new collection of adventures and humour in which a group of friends 

formed by three girls, a boy and a dog will travel around many countries 

in order to solve complicated mysteries.

Titles in the series
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Zoé’s Gang. Top Secret
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After the success of Zoé’s Gang, Ana García-Siñeriz and 

Jordi Labanda present a new series of books, Zoé’s Gang 

Top Secret. In it, Zoé, Kira, Marc, Alex and Liseta face new 

adventures and thrilling mysteries, this time without going 

anywhere, in their own school!

A collection with large doses of humor that reinforces 

essential values such as friendship, self-esteem, 

difference. Profusely illustrated and full of dynamism. 

›Specs

 Book format: 13 x 19,5 cm

 Binding: Paperback

 Pages: 112
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Trunchem School Presents...
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For nearly all the children in the world it is 

complicated to get chosen as a school delegate, 

but for Cal it is even more so because he is short, 

frail and sometimes (just sometimes), he stutters 

a bit. In addition, his school mates are constantly 

making fun of his father. Cal himself would also do 

it, if he wasn’t his own father. So it seems unlikely 

that he becomes delegate, which is just what Cal 

needs. And not because he wants it very badly, no 

way, but for a much more important reason:  

to save his dog, Tofu.

Romina is the tallest girl in her class and in the 

whole school. We could even say that in the entire 

city. She is so tall that her basketball coach has 

decided to take her out of the team. According 

to him, scoring points being so close to the hoop 

has no merit. To make matters worse, her mother’s 

vacuum repair shop is about to close because a 

new generation of robotic vacuums has invaded 

every home in a very suspicious manner. Will 

Romina be able to save her mother’s business? 

Will she be able to play basketball with her 

mates? But above all, will she manage to stop the 

dangerous advance of the terrifying new vacuum 

cleaners?

An Incredible Delegate 
13,5 x 20 cm, Hardback

High Aspirations 
13,5 x 20 cm, Hardback
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Fairy Tales for Modern Girls
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A punk Cinderella, a black Little Red  

Riding Hood…

A remake of classic tales approached without a hint of 

shyness and with great humour, by the scathing Lucía 

Etxebarría and her daughter Allegra, and with the funny 

and juicy illustrations of Olga de Dios.

The tales of a lifetime rewritten in a more fun way so that 

all girls learn to walk by their prince and not behind him.

Written by a renowned writer and her daughter Allegra R., 

illustrated with love and supervised by educators, Fairy 

Tales for Modern Girls can guarantee you’ll have a great 

time, and will end up by learning the main moral: the 

best fairy godmother you can have is yourself.

›Specs

 Book format: 14,5 x 21 cm

 Binding: Paperback with flaps

 Pages: 128

+ 9

Rights sold to: France (Nathan Jeunesse).
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Dan’s Diaries
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What are you saying? 

Your life is really hard? 

Then…you don’t know a thing about Dan!

This holiday camp is a nightmare!

Dan is still getting into trouble ... This time in a holiday camp! His 

parents, despite his reluctance, send him away from the city, the 

TV and the console, where there are only trees and strange little 

animals. And healthy food! Dan just wants to go back home and will do 

everything to flee the camp. Will he succeed?

Like in Greg’s Diary, Dan, with his great sense of humor shares his day 

with us: his gaffes, his troubles at school... and his craziest ideas!

Option publishers: Brazil (Planeta), Turkey (Epsilon Yayincilik).

›Specs

 Book format: 13,5 x 20 cm

 Binding: Hardback

 Pages: 192
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Ada’s Diary

Diary of a Dupe

Diary of an Ordinary Girl

Ada is a happy girl. During the last three months she has been to the 

beach, she has stayed up late and seen amounts of trash TV. But the 

holidays are finished and with it Ada’s happiness.

This is the hilarious diary of a preteen in her freshman year. Ada, with a 

great sense of humor, shares with readers her day to day: the gaffes, the 

troubles and conflicts with friends and parents!

I’m WEIRD, what of it? There are tons of idiots out there who think they’re  

as normal as normal can be. I have a father, a mother, two older brothers  

(I was an “accident”), four grandparents, my best friend and a sexy neighbor. 

I don’t like soccer (I hate it, it’s for lamebrains), I don’t have a cell phone 

(my father won’t go for it), I read a lot (because I like to, yeah, got a problem 

with that?) and since my life is a crashing bore I’m going to write down my 

opinions, I’ll make this diary “reflective” and first-rate.

Rights sold to: France (Bayard), Portugal (Planeta Manuscrito).

Bea thinks that adults act in the strangest ways; worrying about things that 

she finds either pointless or just stupid. But, apparently, growing up is like 

the measles, it takes you by surprise and makes you completely different: 

some of the girls in her class have already started; they are beginning to 

change, act stupidly and worse: getting interested in boys! 

Even some of her friends! Bea knows what she wants: she wants to stay 

just as she is, crazy about drawing comics and not have any breasts! 

11.500 copies sold

13,5 x 20 cm, 192 pp, 
Hardback

14,7 x 20,8 cm, 176 pp
Hardback

14,5 x 23, 164 pp
Paperback
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OMG…I’m a teenager! (provisional title) 

Is this a diary, a manual, a book…? Whatever 

the name, it certainly is an instruction kit  

(for life) to tiptoe and success in the most  

wild (and funny) stage of your life.  

If you are between 13 and 15 years old  

- boy or girl- here you will find tips, flashes and 

solutions to successfully overcome what they 

call the awkward teenage years... An effective 

way to avoid (clearly unpleasant) difficult 

dialogues with your family, teachers, old  

fogeys in general and daily experiences  

you’d rather avoid.

With a bit of smartness, the gift of the 
gab and being a bit cheeky you can surf 
the trickiest situations to get out with it. 
So…stay connected!

Avda. Diagonal, 662-664, 6ª planta › Barcelona 08034 › www.planetadelibrosinfantilyjuvenil.com
Foreign Rights: Pilar Lafuente (plafuente@planeta.es / +34 93 4928244)

Jordi Sierra i Fabra (Barcelona, 1947) is one of the most prolific writers of the Spanish young 

adult literature with more than four hundred titles published. He has won about 40 prizes, always 

with spectacular sales figures (more than 11 million copies). In 2004 he created the Jordi Sierra 

i Fabra Foundation in Barcelona, and the Taller de las Letras Foundation in Medellin, Colombia. 

www.sierraifabra.com

Carlos Romeu (Barcelona, 1947), known as Romeu is a consecrated Spanish cartoonist. He is 

the author of the character Miguelito, founder of the humor magazine “El Jueves” and author 

of the cartoons that appeared in El País for over 30 years. He has published a dozen children’s 

books.

By Jordi Sierra i Fabra
Illustrated by Romeu

+ 12
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Close Your Eyes and Look at Me
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A moving novel of love and resilience whose 

central character is a young boy who is blind

After a serious car crash, David wakes up to find that he 

has lost his sight. He is plunged into a world of shadow in 

which he will have to learn to eat, dress himself, read and 

summon up his courage before going back to school with 

the white cane he hates so much. His life has changed 

completely and little by little he will have to learn how to 

fend for himself with the help of a guide dog, who takes 

him to meet Blanca. 

Blanca and her family trained Kits, David’s guide 

dog. Blanca and David become friends and soon find 

themselves united by something more than Kits. But life 

isn’t so easy, stories don’t always have a happy ending, 

and their relationship doesn’t have a future, or does it?

›Specs

 Book format: 14,5 x 21 cm

 Binding: Paperback with flaps

 Pages: 304

Manuel Enríquez Turiño y Ana Galán

The authors are both experts in the subject: Manuel Enríquez is a writer and vet who lost 

his sight through a degenerative eye condition and now works for ONCE in the guide dogs 

division; Ana Galán, a writer and vet, raises guide dogs for the organization Guiding Eyes 

for the Blind in the United States.
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Conexo
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320 pp

The train that is taking the students of Conexo through 

the mountains on their Winter Break derails as it’s going 

through a tunnel. Five students in their final year, Eva, 

Noel, Sabina, Gabi and Sam, are the only survivors. But no 

one comes to rescue them, and the snowy mountains turn 

into a labyrinth where inexplicable things start to happen. 

Fighting the elements and their own frictions, they manage 

to make it home, where it seems no one has missed them. 

Because when they get to Conexo they find five identical 

teens have taken their place... 

Why have they been duplicated? What did really happen in 

that mountain tunnel? 

Why are the past and the future now weaving together 

inside their heads? They have to solve the mystery, or the 

world is going to collapse. And it will all be their fault.

Rights sold to: France (Pocket Jeunesse).

Carlos García Miranda is a writer and television scriptwriter, well known 

for such series as El Internado (sold to more than 30 countries), Los 

Protegidos and Vive cantando. He is also a teacher of Screenwriting 

in the Universidad Carlos III (Screenwriting for thriller series, Script 

novelization) and teacher for the Globomedia Screenwriting Master 

(URJC). Enlazados was his first novel.
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Ice and Fire Princess
+ 14
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Aya, a teenage hacker who suffers from agoraphobia and 

dresses like the heroines of video games, is facing an 

international conspiracy. Her father, a known activist gives 

her some documents before dying. This will be the starting 

point of a plot full of secrets, betrayal, love and exciting 

adventures.

The tentacles of the organization reach Menntaskólinn 

Gullinbrú, Reykjavik’s Institute where Aya studies. The danger 

lurks while she is trying to find the secret documents and 

avenge her father’s death. Aya, a kind of Lisbeth Salander 

will count with the collaboration of the 7 Dwarfs, her hacker 

friends, who will help her from the cyberspace. And she also 

has Agnar, the boy with whom she falls in love and who has 

just arrived in Iceland after sailing around the world on a 

sailboat.

A novel that addresses topics such as privacy of digital 

communications and the control exercised by states and 

corporations over people.

Svend Morthens was born on July 3, 1971 in Akureyri (Northern Iceland). During his teens, 

he was part of the Icelandic section of Chaos Computer Club, a group of hackers who kept in 

suspense both banks and European and American secret services in the decade of the 80’s.

In the early 90s, he left suddenly lceland without any apparent reason. For a long time, he 

lived incognito in different countries.

In 2005 he discovered he had a daughter. Apparently, the first meeting between the two of 

them was a complete failure. It is said that Svend began writing for young audiences as a way 

to understand and approach his teenage daughter.

In any case, he was successful in his attempt because since then his daughter spends long 

periods with him.
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Falling in love 

A damned triangle between three teenagers: Cris, Alba 

and her sister Joana.

Joana is in love with Cris, but he only has eyes for Alba 

and Alba is interested in other things...

So…love may hurt…but it doesn’t necessarily have to be 

that way. Requited love is rewarding, enjoyable and fun. 

To share experiences and laughs together is another way 

of loving in capital letters. 

Find your soul mate but aim right because if you make a 

wrong choice the shot will hurt! 

- A fresh and dynamic story that reviews the great love myths  

  of cinema and literature and dismantles clichés.

- The first YA novel of Carmen Amoraga, Planeta Prize    

  runner-up and winner of the Nadal Prize.

 

›Specs

 Destino› February 2016

 Pages: 256

+ 14
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Carmen Amoraga (Picanya, 1969) graduated in Information Sciences and has worked for radio 

and television. Her novels have won several awards including the II Ateneo Joven de Sevilla, 

Valencia Critics Award and Premio Planeta runner-up. She is currently the general director of 

Culture and Heritage of the Comunidad Valenciana.

A delicious text around three characters full 
of humor, crossed loves, wit and passion by a 
renowned writer of Hispanic literature.
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The Stars Boy 

Once upon a time there was a boy who had a mum but 

no mum who cared for him. They never lived in the same 

place for more than a couple of years, so he decided to 

paint all those different bedrooms with stars in order 

to find “the second star to the right” that led the way 

towards a better future. 

At the age of 17, and after having been bullied at high 

school because of his sexual condition, he fled to London. 

Finally, he came back home knowing he found his inner 

star, the one that “shines in the night for you to tell you 

that the dreams you plan really can come true”.

“A book for those who still dare to be who they really are. 

Risking to loose everything. Or winning without limits.” 

     Peter Pan @ChrisPueyo

I’ll just say: Stay attentive to your bookstores.
You’re going to be surprised with what is coming.  
@ChrisPueyo I have loved to see you.  
How proud I am!
                                   Javier Ruescas

Have you got the courage to be yourself?
Because there is no cure to stop being who you are.

›Specs

 Destino Juvenil› October 2015

 Pages: 200

+ 14
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Christian Martínez Pueyo, aka Peter Pan on social networks is only 20 years old but brave enough 

to tell the reader his own story in a very moving, poetic and original way. He currently studies 

Comparative Literature and lives in Madrid.
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Simply Tini. My Autobiography
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200 pp

Simplemente Tini is the illustrated autobiography of 

Martina Stoessel, the children’s star of the moment. 

Protagonist of the globally successful series “Violetta”, 

Martina has become an icon for girls and boys. With 

more than a million followers on Twitter and four million 

friends in Facebook, children adore her and she adores 

children. Martina Stoessel is 17 years old. She did the 

casting of “Violetta”and became the winner. Since then 

her life as a teenager is admired by girls and boys. In 

this book Tini talks about her childhood, how she grew 

up in her family, and recalls her first steps in school. 

Then success came, and with it a new life, tastes, 

clothes, love, friends... the world of a teenager, but a 

very special one.

Rights sold to: France (Albin Michel), Italy (Salani),  

Poland (Zielona Sowa), Portugal (Marcador), Hungary 

(Kolibri), Bulgary (Egmont), Czech Republic (Egmont).

The tour of the show “Violetta” has been an unprecedented success. This is demonstrated by 

more than 11.5 million views on the official YouTube channel and 132 presentations to over half 

a million visitors in major cities of her native Argentina and in countries like Chile, Paraguay, 

Uruguay, Peru, Brazil, Venezuela, Guatemala and Mexico. After the last presentation of the tour 

in Latin America, Martina Stoessel and other members of the “Violetta” team crossed the Atlantic 

to start a European tour! “Violetta” has been so successful that her fame has reached the old 

continent with shows in Spain, France and Italy. 
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Mary Poppins by P. L. Travers
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The original story by P.L. Travers in a beautiful 

edition illustrated by Júlia Sardà

The East wind will take Mary Poppins up to Cherry Tree 

Lane, where the Banks family lives. With her umbrella, 

her hat and her bag full of surprises, she will transport 

the little Banks (and the readers!) to a world where the 

most simple and everyday things will turn into something 

magical. 

Funny and intriguing, nobody should miss Mary  

Poppins, a modern myth that flies further up than her  

film adaptation.

Hypnotic and fascinating, Mary Poppins is a literary myth 

which still today overflows with emotion and magic.

›Specs

 Format: 19 x 23 cm
 Binding: Hardcover
 Pages: 224

 7-99
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The Wizar of Oz by Frank Baum
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It is normally said that there’s nowhere like home. But 

Dorothy finds her little wooden house grey and boring…

until a tornado takes it flying with her (and her little dog 

Toto) inside. How will they go back to Kansas? They will 

have no other choice that to follow the yellow brick path 

up to Emerald City, where the Wizard of Oz lives. He is 

the only one able to help Dorothy and her new friends (the 

Tin Man who sighs to have a heart, the Scarecrow that 

dreams of having a brain, and the coward lion that needs 

to find courage to take care of his friends) to make their 

dreams come true. Together they will find that true magic 

is inside everyone of us. 

A classic for all ages. 

Tons of adventures, irony and optimism in a work that has 

not lost an ounce of its shine.

A book with an intelligent sense of humor that connects 

with children instantly.

Rights sold to: Chinese Simple  Characters (Hangzhou 

GUOMAI Culture & Media Co.).

›Specs

 Format: 19,5 x 23,5 cm
 Binding: Hardcover
 Pages: 224

 7-99
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Roald Dahl always loved chocolate, above all when he was 

a solitary child living in an English boarding school near a 

candy factory. It was this way that the idea of Charlie and 

the Chocolate Factory came to his mind, one of his most 

brilliant works, through which he became really popular all 

over the word.

Any kid would give anything to go inside 

“Wonka”, the mysterious chocolate 

factory. But now, for the first time, 

all the kids in the world are going 

to have a chance, because Willy 

Wonka, the enigmatic candy 

inventor, has decided to reveal his 

secret: he will show the wonders 

of his factory to those children 

who find the golden tickets hidden 

inside five chocolate bars. 

Will Charlie be able to find one 

of them? Of course he will! He’s 

right now about to explore the 

basement of this amazing factory.  

Do not worry; he is not going there without you!

›Specs

 Format: 19,5 x 23,5 cm
 Binding: Hardcover
 Pages: 224

 7-99
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Alice in Wonderland

The most emblematic work of Lewis Carroll  
that celebrates its 150 anniversary

150 years since the White Rabbit aroused Alice curiosity 

when he passed before her hastily. 150 years since the 

girl decided to venture down a rabbit hole that seemed 

endless. 150 years since the surreal and endearing 

characters like the Cheshire Cat, the Queen of Hearts or 

the Hatter aroused Carroll’s mind to stay forever in the 

imagination of world literature.

150 years after the publication  

of the great classic by Lewis Carroll,  

this magnificent hardcover  

edition contains the translation  

of the full original text  

accompanied by the magnificent  

illustrations of Júlia Sardà.

An indispensable work in any collection of children’s     

literature, with a perfect gift edition.

The illustrations of Júlia Sardà reinterpret with their own  

style and originality the characters and the atmosphere 

of this classic of world literature.

Rights sold to: Complex Chinese Characters (Emily 

Publishing Company Ltd), Simple Chinese Characters 

(Beijing Xiron Books Co.)

›Specs

 Book format: 19 x 23 cm

 Binding: Hardback 

 Pages: 224

 7-99
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